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General Approach  

Overall Architecture  

We explore the ways in which flexible autonomy can be supported 
using models based on the expression of obligations and 
prohibitions.  
 
This is done in the context of a disaster scenario. The work 
involves developing a system that links with existing atomic orchid 
and allows the obligations and prohibitions for each agent to be 
expressed using 2OPL annotation language for describing 
constraints.  
 
A tuple space (JINI JavaSpaces)  is used to link these to the 
atomic game allowing these to drive the actors within the games. 
The tuple space contains complete state of the game with its 
history and also all obligations and prohibitions. 
 
 

Normative Systems 
 

Normative agent-based system is organized by means of 
mechanisms to represent, communicate, distribute, detect, 
create, modify, and enforce norms, and mechanisms to 
deliberate about norms and detect norm violation and fulfilment. 
 
Autonomy in this system is as an authority of an agent to perform 
an action in current circumstances without seeking human 
approval. Norms in the form of obligations and prohibitions are 
used to constrain agent’s autonomy.  
 
Norm-aware agents programmed in N-2APL are able to reason 
about norms that are in a form of obligations and prohibitions 
with assigned fixed numerical priorities and corresponding 
sanctions. Such a coordination mechanism of multi-agent 
systems allows the autonomy of agents to be dynamically 
adjusted with the use of norms created by the organization.  

Normative Programming 

Future Plans  

event(obligation(Goal,Deadline,Sanction),space) <- true |!
{!
   adoptObligation(Goal, Deadline, Sanction)!
}!
event(prohibition(State,Sanction),space) <- true | !
{!
   adoptProhibition(State,Sanction)!
}!

N-2APL (agent) [2] 
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Facts:!
norm(!
    pick_up_coin(Agent),!
    Agent, // the subject agent!
    ( at(X,Y,Thing), coin(Thing), agent(Agent), clock(Now), 

!Deadline is Now + 120 ), //precondition!
    obligation([at(X,Y,Agent)], Deadline, [reduce(Agent,100)])!
    ).!
!
norm(!
    avoid_water(Agent),!
    Agent, // the subject agent!
    ( water(X,Y), agent(Agent) ), !
    prohibition([at(X,Y,Agent)], [reduce(Agent,200)])!
    ).!
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The next step in the development is to extend the capabilities of the system 
so that it matches requirements of the current atomic orchid scenario. That 
includes mainly introducing a notion of group obligations and prohibitions to 
the agents. 
 
Another research interest is to explore in which other scenarios this 
architecture (normative multi-agent system + tuple space) could be used. 
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2OPL (organization) [1] 


